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Access Free Apostle Johnson Suleman Pdf
Thank you utterly much for downloading Apostle Johnson Suleman Pdf.Most likely you have knowledge that, people have see
numerous time for their favorite books subsequently this Apostle Johnson Suleman Pdf, but end happening in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a ﬁne book as soon as a mug of coﬀee in the afternoon, on the other hand they juggled bearing in mind some
harmful virus inside their computer. Apostle Johnson Suleman Pdf is friendly in our digital library an online entrance to it is set as
public ﬁttingly you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in combined countries, allowing you to get the most less latency
era to download any of our books as soon as this one. Merely said, the Apostle Johnson Suleman Pdf is universally compatible later
than any devices to read.
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PRAYER RAIN
Mountain of Fire and Miracles Ministries This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proﬀers fail-proof prayers for
breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations; ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Proﬁtable sales, Divine favour, Marital
breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court, Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares, Success
in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to Divine health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more.
Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under satanic harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it
right could make a diﬀerence between who sinks or swims in the river of life. Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own
your own copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer for Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer
Style. Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.

A CALL TO HONOUR, A BIOGRAPHY OF APOSTLE JOSEPH AYO BABALOLA
Lulu.com This book is about a great disciple of Christ, Apostle Joseph Ayo Babalola who is famous for the great spiritual revival of 1930
in Oke Oye in Ilesha, Nigeria. He is popularly known as the Apostle of Africa. This book narrates the spiritual height to which God took
him as manifested in the works of his ministry. The mystery of what transformed him from the ordinary to the supernatural. The
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church which he founded, The Christ Apostolic Church has branches all over the world and has a membership of about ten million
worshippers across the globe including the United Kingdom and the United State of America. The Church is also the largest
Pentecostal Mission along the West African coast.

A MESSAGE FROM HELL
Acts 2:27 because thou wilt not leave my soul in hell, neither wilt thou suﬀer thine Holy One to see corruption. So, if person dies
without knowing the Lord, he goes to hell and his soul is tormented until the day of judgment and when the day of judgment comes,
Jesus assemble everybody together and those didn't work with him are now cast into the hell of ﬁre. Hell ﬁre is real, when some
people stay under the Sun, and in few minutes they will start complaining about their skin, complaining they're getting dark,
complaining their body is on ﬁre, a day will come that people will come to Stay in a place for eternity, you have all opportunity today
to decide where you will go, if God would allow this world to continue the way it's going, then God needs to apologize to Sodom and
Gomorrah, because Sodom and Gomorrah had no Bible nor Pastor, no Bible study no prayer meeting, if they have had, they might
change, they had no one to preach for them, they had no one to instruct them. There is news I read about a master who discovered
his PA was defrauding him and he gave him some time to pay back the money but the PA went ahead later to butcher his boss' body
till he died, I always say (wicked people don't change, immediately you notice them, cast them out). If the world continues to go like
this, God has to apologize to Sodom and GomorrahRead This Book and Be Blessed

ENFORCING PROPHETIC DECREES
Enforcing Prophetic Decrees is a book of declarations and prayer to enforce victory in every area of your life. As you use these
confessions, decrees and declarations, they will allow you to access the invisible power of God, through the vehicle of the name of
Jesus Christ and His superior blood. You will also ﬁnd in this book, some of the many functions of the blood of Jesus Christ. Using the
blood of Jesus is a grand privilege many believers miss out on as a result of them not being informed. Get ready to have your prayer
life soar to a new dimension as you use these confessions!

BINDING THE STRONG MAN
Xulon Press In these end times. the forces of darkness have intensiﬁed their attacks against the body of Christ. The enemy has
enforced his will over families and communities for centuries through an elaborate system, but the time has come for the Body to ﬁght
back! This book will show you how to dethrone master spirits that are responsible for enforcing generational curses and negative
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bloodline patterns. You will also learn how to eﬀectively locate your opponent and 'take him out' by spiritual mapping. Through many
years of experience in spiritual warfare, the Archbishop will teach you to how to access the strategies of Satan and pray them to noneﬀect through diligent intercession. There are evil forces at work but you can learn how to strategically deal with your opponent.
Loose your family and community from satanic hands and bind the strong man in your life! With three decades of Ministry behind him,
Archbishop Nicholas Duncan-Williams is the Presiding Archbishop and General Overseer of Christian Action Faith Ministries (CAFM).
CAFM has over 150 aﬃliate and branch churches located in North America, Europe, Asia and Africa. Archbishop Duncan-Williams is
also the Founder and President of Prayer Summit International and Global Prayer Invasion, which bring the message and the power of
prayer to many around the world. With a unique anointing in the area of prayer and intercession, Archbishop has been recognized by
many leaders in the body of Christ as the "Apostle of Strategic Prayer." Having gained accreditation and respect by various church
leaders, God has used him to counsel and speak into the lives of world leaders, while still maintaining his touch with the common
man. He is aﬀectionately called "Papa" by many.

INTIMACY WITH THE HOLY SPIRIT
UNCOVERING THE SECRET TO BUILDING A DEEPER RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD
What do you know about the Holy Spirit? And how do you relate with the person of the Holy Spirit?If you really seek to strengthen and
deepen your relationship with the Holy Spirit, I believe this book will set the pace for you.Through this book, I will walk you through
step-by-step guide on how to become a friend to the Holy Spirit, drawing strength from my personal experience, revelations and the
pages of the scripture.Literally, the word 'Intimacy with the Holy Spirit' is what I call the experience of really knowing God and being
known by God, and this kind of friendship is known as intimate friendship. As soon as a person is born again, one of the ﬁrst few things
we need to show the person is how to begin to walk with God and develop a closer level of relationship. But unfortunately, many
believers have being in the Lord for years and are even privileged to hold Ecclesia position, while many Christians want to walk with
God in deeper level and this lead to craving for encounters of His glory, yet they have not unravel this reality.Are you one of them? I'm
excited to tell you that the Almighty God want to be an intimate friend with us, He wants to be someone we can talk to either we win
or lose, He wants to be our cheerleader and a shoulder to lean and cry on, He wants to be that 'go-to' person of our life and He also
wants to share deep secret with us that we are unable to share with any human, this kind of relationship is what God desire to keep
with you and He has extend the privilege of knowing Him intimately to us through the Holy Spirit. Through the Holy Spirit, He wants
you to be close to Him, He wants you to know His way and act, He wants you to know His mind towards you, He wants to bring you
close as intimate friend and share deep secret of your life, your loved ones and the kingdom with you.Although this realm of intimacy
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is open for all and many that desire to have it, but a deeper walk with God will only open for those who are ready to pay the price and
keep paying it. Are you hungry for his manifested presence? I dare you to go for it. Do you desire an intimate relationship with the
Holy Spirit? I dare you to go for it, pay the price and enjoy Christianity to the fullest.

THE MYSTERY OF ALTARS AND FOUNDATIONS
An altar is a gateway between the realm of the spirit and the earth realm that grants unhindered access to certain spirit beings to ﬁnd
legal expression in the earth.An altar is a legal landing spot of the spirit on the earth. An altar is an altar because of the presence of
sacriﬁce, the realm of the spirit wants to interact with the realm of the earth legally and vice versa because the inhabitants of the
earth knows that without the realm of the spirit they are limited in the possibilities that they can produce, they call for the assistance
of these spirit beings. In agreement to bring these possibilities to the inhabitants of earth, the spirits give their conditions, certain
things that can create a habitation that will look exactly like where they are coming from and then they summarize their demands in
what they call sacriﬁce and they ask men to raise certain structures and put certain sacriﬁces. The kind of sacriﬁce on the altar
depends on the kind of spirit that wants to access the earth, the absence of sacriﬁce on an altar makes it unqualiﬁed to be called an
altar, thus, the sacriﬁce is what makes it an altar and the kind of spirit to whom the altar is raised determines whether the altar will be
a good one or a bad one. Read This Book and Be Blessed

WAYS TO PROVOKE DIVINE VENGEANCE
The Battle Cry Christian Ministries God will ﬁght for you and avenge you of your adversaries on one condition; that is, hold your peace.
Genesis 14:14. You should not attempt ﬁghting for yourself as stipulated in Romans 12:19. If you value the worth of the enormous
beneﬁt and advantage of God's vengeance on your behalf, then you must read the twenty one things you must do to secure divine
vengeance.

THE POWER OF FAVOR
THE FORCE THAT WILL TAKE YOU WHERE YOU CAN'T GO ON YOUR OWN
FaithWords Learn how declaring God's love will bless you with favor and fulﬁllment in this uplifting book -- perfect for anyone who is
determined to ﬁnd success and spiritual inspiration. God helps you accomplish what you couldn't manage on your own. With His
blessings, you stand out in the crowd and get breaks that you didn't deserve. The psalmist said, "God's favor surrounds us like a
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shield." That means that everywhere you go, you have an advantage, a divine empowerment, and a key to open up the right doors.
With Joel's encouragement, you'll see how God's goodness uplifts you every day. He wants you to reach new levels of fulﬁllment, new
levels of increase, new levels of promotion, new levels of victory. You have been called out, set apart, and chosen to live a
distinctively favored life. When you realize you have been marked for blessings, you will feel the force of His favor and overcome
challenges that you can't face on your own.

IN SEARCH OF WISDOM
LIFE-CHANGING TRUTHS IN THE BOOK OF PROVERBS
FaithWords #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer takes us on a journey through the wisdom of Proverbs that leaves us
transformed and prepared to face daily choices and challenges. The book of Proverbs is a treasure trove of spiritual and practical
wisdom that equips us to live our best lives. Knowledge is important, but if it isn't converted into action, it fails to create
transformational change in our lives. It is important to gain a thoughtful and practical understanding of the seven foundational
principles in the book of Proverbs: Wisdom, Understanding, Prudence, Knowledge, Discretion, Discernment, and Fear of the Lord. If we
desire to possess these qualities, we must make a commitment to a deeper understanding and implementation of these values in our
daily lives. Featuring inspiring questions to promote thoughtful reﬂection, In Search of Wisdom will enlighten you with God's
understanding and teach you the foundational principles and secure God's help in practicing them.

IN PURSUIT OF PURPOSE
Destiny Image Publishers Best-selling author Myles Munroe reveals in this book the key to personal fulﬁllment: purpose. We must
pursue purpose because our fulﬁllment in life depends upon our becoming what we were born to be and do. In Pursuit of Purpose will
guide you on that path to ﬁnding God's purpose for your life.

THE LONG TUNNEL
AUDIO CD.
DELIVERANCE FROM SPIRIT HUSBAND AND SPIRIT WIFE
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The Battle Cry Christian Ministries The issue of spirit husband and spirit wife (spirit spouses, evil spiritual marriage) is one of the
greatest spiritual problems which has pervaded societies of the world. There are vicious sexual spirits which molest and torment
individuals. This book teaches you how to receive deliverance from spirit spouses and other associated wicked powers.

PASSING IT ON
GROWING YOUR FUTURE LEADERS
FaithWords Leaders everywhere, in arenas big and small, struggle with the desire and, frankly, the need to make sure their vision for
the organization they have created or grown continues regardless of circumstances. And the question "what will be my legacy?" is a
question all people ask themselves. Myles Munroe has observed that the tendency among leaders is to deal with this question as
serious circumstances or retirement loom. Further, it is his belief that this is one of the most important decisions a leader will ever
make. This book is a wakeup call. Myles Munroe wants all leaders to focus on building the right team for the future and to make it a
top priority because the process is not a quick one. Properly mentoring the right people to ensure the continuation of an organization
is actually a process that must be woven into that organization over a span of years or even decades. Chapter topics discussed
include The Chaos of Transition The Leadership Dilemma Living Beyond Your Generation The Principles of Mentoring PASSING IT ON
shows how to use the concept of mentoring within an organization to value the distinct talents and abilities of the individuals.
Mentoring is the pathway to developing leaders from within; leaders who are in line with the goals of the organization; leaders who are
most likely to adopt and carry a vision forward.

LIVE BEFORE YOU DIE
WAKE UP TO GOD'S WILL FOR YOUR LIFE
Charisma Media Would you like to know God’s will more clearly? You want to follow to God’s will--but sometimes knowing what that is
seems hard to ﬁgure out. Here at last is a straightforward approach to being able to recognize God’s will in your life, to know with
more certainty the good things He has for you, what he wants you to do and how you can live your life with more purpose, joy,
signiﬁcance and blessing. Daniel Kolenda has been actively serving the Lord since he was a teen. God has given him keen insights
through Scripture and his own experiences that will help you discover and follow God’s will. You’ll discover practical truths that will
enable you hear His voice with more clarity and be able to make important decisions with more conﬁdence and assurance. Start living
in a way that lines up with God’s favor. He WANTS TO BLESS YOU! With advice that is both practical and inspiring Daniel reveals: · Five
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secrets to discovering God’s will · How to start moving in the right direction · What to do when God says wait · How to stay in the will
of God He also answers the following questions: · How do I recognize God's will? · What if God calls me to do something I don't want to
do? · What if I’ve already missed the will of God? · If I encounter resistance, does that mean I'm out of God's will? · How do I get from
where I am now to where God wants me to be? · What should I do now while seeking God's will? · What if I’ve been waiting for a long
time? · How do I stay in the will of God? Whether your journey takes you to the mission ﬁeld or medical school...whether you become a
construction worker, stay-at-home mom, businessman, teacher, chef, or pastor...YOU can experience the wonder of God’s will for your
life and live His adventure for you. It’s time to go for it!

THE ADULLAM EXPERIENCE
WHERE BROKEN MEN BECOME THE MIGHTY
Our world, nation, communities, and families are suﬀering a vacuum of masculine and godly leadership. Creation cries out for men to
rise up and lead the way God designed them to lead.To lead as a mighty man, one must be complete spiritually, intellectually,
emotionally, socially, physically, ﬁnancially, and within our families. InThe Adullam Experience, Stephen Miller presents a roadmap, a
set of proven principles, and a systematic way to grow the entirety of a man's life to completion.To become mighty, every man needs
a place, community, and context where he can become what he's meant to be. When he ﬁnds such a place, brokenness, defeat, and
hopelessness turn into victory. The mighty man within him begins to emerge.The Adullam Experience explores such a place. King
David-while defeated, hopeless, and running for his life-along with 400 more men in the same condition, wound up in a cave together.
While we are not told every single detail concerning what happened in this cave, we have learned enough. We know the process that
develops broken, unfulﬁlled, or simply ordinary men into mighty men who live on purpose and leave a trail of heroic exploits behind
them.Read this book, absorb its content, and apply the principles. You, too, will emerge as a mighty man.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR PLACE IN GOD'S KINGDOM
YOUR ORIGINAL PURPOSE FOR EXISTENCE
Destiny Image Publishers This book is about your original purpose for existence and the source of meaning behind your life. In these
pages you will discover the Creator’s divine motivation, design, and mandate for His creation and your role in that creation. After
reading this book, you will be equipped with the knowledge to answer some of the questions addressing the heart cries of humanity in
our search for a better world. I am convinced also that you will come to believe, as I do, that there is hope for mankind, but only as we
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reconnect to the source of creation and our Creator’s original concepts for life on planet earth. It is this concern that this book will
attempt to address. The goal of this book is to reintroduce the concepts, principles, and nature of true authentic kingdoms as
presented by the Creator and show the superior and advantageous nature of kingdom as compared to any religion, political ideology,
government system, or social program. Join me as we explore and understand the precepts and principles of “the Kingdom.”

KEYS FOR PRAYER
Whitaker House In Keys for Prayer, Dr. Munroe reveals God’s purposes for prayer while providing powerful principles for putting it into
practice. When you understand the principles of prayer, you can communicate with God with eﬀectiveness, grace, and conﬁdence.
You can know that He hears and answers your requests. Start applying these keys for prayer today and live in your calling as God’s
fellow worker in fulﬁlling His purposes on earth.

ENFORCING PROPHETIC DECREES VOLUME 2
PRAYER WATCH FOR COMMUNITY TRANSFORMATION
In this Volume of Enforcing Prophetic Decrees, Prayer Watch for Community Transformation, Archbishop Nicholas Duncan-Williams
teaches on the importance of praying through the Prayer Watches of the day and night and enforcing decrees for each of those
watches. In order to enforce the release of the end-time harvest and see revival come to individuals, churches, cities and nations, we
must be willing to stand in the gap and pray. Enforcing Prophetic Decrees II: Prayer Watch for Community Transformation encourages
individuals to take their stand as intercessors in their homes, churches and nations in order to overturn the plans of the enemy to
superimpose the plans of God. This insightful book provides practical examples and detailed prayer points for each Prayer Watch,
which will help you secure your permanent breakthrough. We trust you will be blessed.

PURPOSE AND POWER OF LOVE AND MARRIAGE
Destiny Image Publishers Probably no other dimension of human experience has been pondered, discussed, debated, analyzed, and
dreamed about more than the nature of true love. Love is everywhere -- in songs and in books, on televisions and on movie screens.
Yet, for all of our thinking and talking, how many of us truly understand love and where can we turn for genuine insight in matters of
true love?
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MOUNTAIN MOVING FAITH
Kenneth Hagin Ministries Mountain-Moving Faith teaches believers seven fundamental facts of faith that will enable them to change
their circumstances and move mountains out of their lives!

LIVING IN THE LIGHT
FOLLOW YOUR INNER GUIDANCE TO CREATE A NEW LIFE AND A NEW WORLD
New World Library Are you searching for deeper meaning and purpose in your life? Do you sense that you have an inner wisdom that
can be a guiding force for you, yet wonder how to connect with that intuitive self? How do you know which inner voices to listen to?
For over thirty years, Shakti Gawain has helped readers address these questions.Living in the Lighthas given literally millions of people
clear and gentle guidance to create a new way of life — one in which we listen to our intuition and rely on it as a guiding force. The
key lies in bringing the light of our awareness to every aspect of ourselves, including our disowned energies — ourshadow side. With
great insight and clarity, Shakti shows us the transformative power of bringing awareness to every part of ourselves. Simple yet
powerful exercises on subjects including creativity, relationships, parenting, health, money, and transforming the world help us put
these teachings to practical use in our daily lives. Living in the Lightis a comprehensive map to growth, fulﬁllment, and consciousness.
As we grapple with personal, national, and global challenges on many fronts, this classic work is timelier than ever.

UNLEASH YOUR PURPOSE
Destiny Image Publishers Do you know your purpose in life? Are you living up to your full potential? You can do both successfully and
powerfully by learning how to unleash the plan your Creator designed especially for you! When nations and individuals lost their sense
of purpose and signiﬁcance, then confusion, frustration, disillusionment, and corporate suicide-whether gradual or instant-will most
surely follow. Dr Myles Munroe's personal experiences and stories are balanced with a solid biblical foundation to help you regain your
sense of purpose. You can unleash your God-given talents and skills, and beneﬁt from your potential-every joyful day of your life!

THE POWER OF TONGUES
LoveWorld Publishing In this book, Pastor Chris Oyakhilome teaches you the “what,” “how” and “why” of speaking in other tongues,
and reveals the immense beneﬁts it holds for you as a New Testament believer in Jesus Christ. You will also learn about Tongues,
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Interpretation of tongues, and Prophecy The diﬀerence between Praying in Your Understanding and Praying in Tongues

PUSHING UP PEOPLE
THE UNCOMMON HUSBAND
Wisdom International Inc Be More Than A Husband...Become An Uncommon Husband With The Wisdom That You Will Discover Within
The Pages of This Book. Learn how to view every crisis as the golden gate to a miracle. Realize your Divine assistance comes from The
Holy Spirit. Reach for this Wisdom today and become the Uncommon Husband. 31 Chapters for 31-Days of Uncommon Wisdom! The
Perfect Gift For Someone You Love.

RIGHT AND WRONG THINKING
Kenneth Hagin Ministries Advocates of the mind science religions have said so much about the mind that Full Gospel people are afraid
to say a word about it. And yet the Bible says much about our thinking. In this book Dr. Kenneth E. Hagin tells us, "What we believe is
the result of our thinking. If we think wrong we believe wrong. The Word of God is given to us to straighten out our thinking. And if our
believing is wrong, our confession will be wrong." Dr. Hagin shows that because of wrong thinking and wrong believing there has been
a lack of receiving in Christendom. Explore the Scriptures in this book to get your mind renewed and your thinking lined up with the
Word of God.

APPLYING THE KINGDOM
REDISCOVERING THE PRIORITY OF GOD FOR MANKIND
Destiny Image Publishers In Applying the Kingdom, the third book in his Kingdom series, Dr. Myles Munroe makes the case that the
key to abundant living is found in establishing priorities in one s life and living by them. Topping his list is the priority, Kingdom First!

THE MINISTRY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
1Co 2:12 Now we have received, not the spirit of the world, but the spirit which is of God; that we might know the things that are
freely given to us of God.So the bible starts there, by telling us there is a mystery shrouded by the wisdom of God and it is called the
hidden wisdom of God and that this hidden wisdom has been kept for the of the saints, please understand and that the bible says this
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wisdom is not the same as the wisdom of the world nor of the princes of this world that comes to naught. He is trying to show the unsurpassing excellency of this hidden wisdom that relative to the wisdom of the world and relative even to the wisdom of the princes of
the world, it comes to naught, it can't be compared, but he says that this wisdom is hidden and that there is only one entity mandated
with the responsibility of searching out this wisdom and bringing it to the saints but the bible says whoever by any means can access
that wisdom, the destiny of that person regardless is the glory that it was hidden for, the glory of the saints, that means that I can look
at your life and know that you have accessed that wisdom by the dimension of glory that vetoes your background, the dimension of
glory that vetoes the limitation of glory around your life. There is a mystery that can lift men out of the grip of the terror and the
vicissitude of this life, the bible says it is the hidden wisdom of God, a body of information privy to the seen that the holy spirit can
grant you access to, that if by any means my brothers and sisters, regardless of your background, that you hold on to this wisdom,
then your world will see you as a wonder and a marvel, they look at you and they see attributes that are not allowed for humans to
have, your hidden wisdom revealed by the spirit.Read This Book and Be Blessed

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL
BECOMING YOUR BEST YOU
Destiny Image Publishers Discover the Keys to Unlock Your Potential! Learning how to maximize your potential gives you the
conﬁdence to release the God-given gifts and talents trapped within you. You can make a diﬀerence in your world now! “Now it is God
who has made us…and has given us the Spirit as a deposit, guaranteeing what is to come” (2 Corinthians 5:5). Best-selling author
Myles Munroe provides practical, integrated, and penetrating concepts that allow you to discover and develop your best. This
condensed version of the ever popular Maximizing Your Potential, brings together the most important and helpful parts of the original
text in a compact Ebook format. It is organized to keep you focused on your goals to discover and release your potential, reﬁre, your
passion for life, and move you forward to your destiny. Potential is like soil. It must be worked and fed to produce fruit. Unlock your
potential today! Parts of this book were previously published as Maximize Your Potential.

JESUS, LOVER OF MY SOUL
Jesus, Lover of My Soul by Charles Wesley, ﬁrst published in 1878, is a rare manuscript, the original residing in one of the great
libraries of the world. This book is a reproduction of that original, which has been scanned and cleaned by state-of-the-art publishing
tools for better readability and enhanced appreciation. Restoration Editors' mission is to bring long out of print manuscripts back to
life. Some smudges, annotations or unclear text may still exist, due to permanent damage to the original work. We believe the literary
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signiﬁcance of the text justiﬁes oﬀering this reproduction, allowing a new generation to appreciate it.

UNDERSTANDING THE ANOINTING
Kenneth Hagin Ministries This book is divided into three sections. New Birth, Holy Spirit, and Corporate anointing. Students of the
Word will ﬁnd is required reading to understand the sweeping move of God that is coming upon the world.

THE GOOD LIFE
Destiny Image Publishers You are designed to think and plan and talk and act with God. Discover your roots - who you are - your real
value. Get on top and learn to really live. These good seeds of the good life have produced for us a constant harvest of happiness,
health, rewarding service to others, fantastic achievement, a life of exciting love in marriage, family contentment, harmony, and
abundance. The lessons in this book will be a treasure house for you as they have been for multitudes of others in over seventy
nations of the world. You will discover new courage and robust health. You wil begin to prosper ﬁnancially. You'll make new friends
and people will esteem you. You'll become a positive thinker and learn to get things done. Your loved ones will beneﬁt from your new
lifestyle. Pressure and tension will give way to pleasure and fulﬁllment. The abundance which God created all around you is proof that
He wills The Good Life for YOU!

SEVEN THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT DIVINE HEALING
Faith Library Publications Seven Things You Should Know About Divine Healing shares powerful scriptural truths that prove it is God's
will to heal!

GOD'S LAW OF ATTRACTION
REVEALING THE MYSTERY AND BENEFITS OF YOUR SOUL'S PROSPERITY
XP Publishing Your soul is the epicenter of what happens in your life. Patricia King takes you on a riveting journey through your soul to
discover why, and more importantly, how it holds the secret to a life of abundance and success. When your soul is aligned with God's
promises and purposes, you can possess your destiny and live in the perpetual blessings of God's Law of Attraction. Once again,
Patricia King has skillfully crafted a compelling and scriptural presentation. Her time-proven prophetic unction, combined with her
theological clarity, draws a deﬁnite line of distinction between the counterfeit New Age Law of Attraction that is rooted in pantheism,
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and the authentic Christ-centered truth of God's Law of Attraction. This book will equip you with researched information and biblical
revelation. Dr. Clarice Fluitt

KNOWING GOD EXPERIENTIALLY
We are submitting ourselves to the dealings of the Spirit day after day, week after week, month after month. We are subjecting
ourselves as students in the spirit allowing Him to change us and bring us into the comprehension of Kingdom realities. Because a
time will come when the dividends of this sacriﬁce will appear unto all and we want to position ourselves. We are not careful to admit
that not everybody is opened to the things of the Spirit especially in this day and age where there are all kinds of Christian
distractions. The church of Christ has become a place where ethics of religion are taken as usual. But the presence of Christ and His
body ought to be a place of freshness where we can communicate to the world what the spirit of the Lord is doing at every given time.
Read This Book and Be Blessed

FOR YOUR GLORY
When you keep wallowing about the things of God and there is no result in your life, the danger is at, a point in time you will become
informal about everything God because you do not expect it to produce for you. You will be in church; you will be around the things of
God, but you will never truly believe. There are people who at every time God is about to move, they are right at the face of it, but
they never believe it will happen in their lives. The bible says blessed is he that believes, unbelief is a dangerous spirit, unbelief is able
to make the word of God as powerful as it is of non-eﬀect. He says when you hear his voice harden not your heart as they did in the
provocation in the wilderness. God gave them a word, they doubted. God's obsession much more than being worshipped is to be
trusted, you don't sit down and use your philosophical, scientiﬁc understanding saying, can God make a way in the wilderness? is God
able to do this? and we go to school and when we ﬁnish school for many people, we become very educated and we become very
unwise spiritually because we train ourselves to become scientiﬁc in our approach and then we incorporate our intellectualism even
into the things of God, so when God says I will do this, you say no, no, God according to my intelligence, according to this and that
research and God says nonsense, he opposes all things by the word of his power. unbelief is a dangerous spirit, it can turn any man
regardless of the spiritual potentials you have, it can reduce you to ashes. And no.2 illumination; the bible says weeping endures for a
night, but joy comes in the morning. The diﬀerence between the night and the morning is the rising of light.Read this Book and Be
Blessed
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WELCOME TO GOD'S FAMILY
A FOUNDATIONAL GUIDE FOR SPIRIT-FILLED LIVING
Faith Library Publications Rev. Kenneth E. Hagin explains what it means to be born again and how to partake of the biblical beneﬁts
that God has provided for His children.

LOVE NEVER FAILS
Today, I am teaching on the subject of love and I will be teaching us how walking in the love of God is a key that will grant you access
to every other thing in the Kingdom. Generally speaking, in the body of Christ, anytime we talk of love, we give it a feminine
expression. But when we talk of faith, it looks masculine because faith requires moving mountain. However, you will be learning
tonight that the must powerful force on earth is love. I want to show you a key that will render Satan helpless and turn every
challenge in your life to victory. It is a very powerful mystery. In fact my name, Selman, means the way to love. I have studied so
much about love but it is only in recent times that God began open me up to show me the depth, riches and unfathomable dimension
and advantage a man can have by walking in love

THE PURPOSE AND POWER OF AUTHORITY
"The author dispels widely accepted but counterfeit and destructive concepts of authority, explains the nature of genuine authority
and submission, reveals how one can discover and exercise one's personal authority, and provides principles for establishing
legitimate authority in the world"--Provided by publisher.
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